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Introduction 
 
The Coca-Cola Company, established in 1892 and today connected basically in the 

production and closeout of syrup and concentrate for Coca-Cola, an improved carbonated 

refreshment that is a social foundation in the United States and a worldwide image of 

American tastes. The organization likewise delivers and sells other soda pops and citrus 

refreshments. Within excess of 2,800 items accessible in excess of 200 nations, Coca-Cola is 

the biggest drink producer and merchant on the planet and one of the biggest enterprises in 

the United States. The central station is in Atlanta, Georgia. 

 

Coca Cola business case  
 
In the last three years, Coca-Cola Company has expanded to 20 and more sites and more than 

30 countries around the world, which make handling all different sales transactions and 

communication with other departments a monumental undertaking. The problem with the 

Coca-Cola Company that they have a separate information system throughout the company 

for four functional areas:  

 

⇒ Marketing and Sales. 
 

Coca-Cola company have high number of transaction that is handled manually which causes 

inefficiency in sales processes and operations, poor customer services since the sales 

personnel will be focused on manual checking, arranging, counting, and handling of 

transactions (Lombardi, 2017), also Coca-Cola company will be facing higher cost and 

difficult time in managing cash because of inaccurate and incomplete data. The amount of 

duplicated data entry will increase causing Coca-Cola company to have multiple records that 

stored in the system which can be costly in terms of missed sales opportunities, it will be 

difficult to process of sales order processes, Moreover, handling data manually can affect 

data integrity of all documents, which will cause confidential problems, and other issues 

associated with security, and the retention of research data. 
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⇒ Production and Supply Chain Management. 
 

Coca cola company have one of the largest supply chain system (Coca Cola Supply Chain 

Analysis, 2016), that is manufactured many different beverages with limited operations. 

Therefore, they have problems regarding the stocks, production, and expense control. The 

reasons behind these problems is the rest of the systems are not sharing the information and 

data with supply chain system which requires information about production plans, inventory 

levels, which lead them to meet anticipated sales demands and difficulties with adjusting 

production, the problem will also affect accounting personnel since they must periodically 

compare standard cost with actual cost  to reflect actual sales. Also, production personnel 

find it difficult to deal with sudden increase in sales demand since sales personnel do not 

share information with production team in real time, in addition the problem will affect 

accounting personnel since they must periodically compare standard cost with actual cost. 

(Dissanayaka, supply chain of coca cola company, 2017) 

 

⇒ Accounting and Finance. 
 

Sharing data with accounting and finance department is the most important thing in ERP. 

Coca-Cola Accountants and clerks frequently had to significantly research to gather data 

needed for reports, with unintegrated system, report generating is a difficult task, because of 

unavailability of real time data, which lead to bad operational decisions and incomplete 

report. Top reasons of incomplete and inaccurate data are: 

 

 Inconsistent recordkeeping. 

 Inaccurate inventory costing system. 

 Problems in consolidating data from subsidiaries.  
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⇒ Human Resource. 
 

In any company human resources is an essential part for such international company as Coca 

cola. Weak information sharing among HR personnel will result in facing difficult time in 

managing accounting payroll causing inaccuracy in employee payroll system, HR personnel 

need more than one system to keep track of all employee data and that is a real cost for Coca 

cola which will significantly increase their licensing expenses. In addition, Nondependent 

competitive of strategy lead to face difficulties with unnecessary employees and resignations. 

Also, unable to produce required behavioral and performance of employees. (The Human 

Resource Issues Faced By Coca Cola, 2016).  

 

 
On the other hand, ERP is a perfect solution for increasing efficiency, integrity and customer 

relationship within the company. ERP with its centralized database will help integrating all 

functional areas providing unlimited number of advantages to Coca Cola company, one of the 

top advantages is providing a consolidating system that will work smoothly with each 

department, delivering timely and unifying data. Although, ERP is very costly, but it can 

effectively reduce business cost by getting rid of all other systems and having a consolidated 

system like ERP that include all businesses functions. Hence, integrated departments will be 

able to react faster with users, increase collaboration, better performance and streamlined 

processes. 
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What is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)?  
 
In 1960s ERP was founded by Gartner group, which stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. 

It is one of the important business management tools to manage the information within the 

organization and to communicate more efficiently by using common database that integrated 

multiple systems.  (What Is ERP?, 2019)The ERP software can collect and store data from 

different areas or departments such as: 

 

 Finance and Accounting. 

 Human Resources. 

 Customer Relationship management. 

 Supply Chain Management. 

 Marketing and Sales. 

 
Each organization considering an ERP software are compatible to perform effective tasks and 

processes which led them to success, real-time data availability by improving business 

insights, increasing productivity and production, and to have a better decision making. There 

are more benefits as well, for example lower operational and management costs result to 

improve data integrity and to have streamlined business processes, reducing risks if there are 

any threats caused by the system which can be eliminated when its occurred and enabling 

better compliance. (What Is ERP?, 2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
According to Panorama Consultant solution (2013), by researching they define that most of 

the organizations are satisfied with implementing ERP software. As the above chart show, in 

2013 about 86 percent of organizations have good experience with engaging ERP software. 

On the other hand, less than 15 percent were dissatisfied. (Solutions, 2013) 
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Moreover, the below chart shows the top 11 reasons why should an organization implement 

ERP. The main reason is to improve the business performance which indicated 64%, to 

position the company for growth about 57% or to reduce working capital. And other reasons 

such as, to better serve customers, to make employee job easier, to better integrate systems 

across multiple locations and others. (What is ERP Software? Analysis of Features, Types, 

Benefits, Pricing, 2019) 

 

 

However, Coca Cola Company have benefits of implementing the SAP ERP system where 

they are the main reasons of the improvements that the company achieved tell now, as 

follows: 

 A system with integrating all the departments with centralized database.  

 Overall improving efficiency to be one of the large bottling companies. 

 Maximizing profits using (profit and loss statement). 

 Reducing energy consumption such with production processes.  

 High level and better performance.  

 Ability to manage and consolidate the business plans more quickly and efficiently. 

 Consolidate repots to analyze the plan data and perform comparison. 

 Accurate and faster actionable information. 

 Save time and reduce inaccuracies. 
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• Business processes are activity or combination of activities that can accomplish 

organizational goal with beneficial output. It has a list of responsibilities that is 

performed to help the organization processes. There are three types of business which 

are: 

 Management processes: processes which control the operation of a system and used 

to carry out activities, such as executing new projects. (Martin, n.d.) 

 Operational processes: are common processes which create and specify the primary 

value stream, such as product manufacturing or distribution. (Martin, n.d.) 

 Supporting processes: processes which support the core processes and they are 

contribute with operation processes, such as sales and accounting. (Martin, n.d.) 

 

Additionally, business processes help the organization reducing time by training new 

employees, defining responsibilities that will enhance communication between departments, 

and cost-saving opportunities. (Girard, 2017) 

 

• Business Functions are set of operations that make sure the right functioning which 

can support the activities of an organization. (Picincu, 2019) The more functions 

organizations will have the less amount of hiring new employees and expertise. It 

Provides responsibilities that should be managed by the organization and they are 

extract it from the database, organization structure and processes. (Business 

Functions, 2019) In addition, business functions are determined independently and 

consistent across functional areas such as accounting and finance, marketing and 

sales, supply chain management. In general, it’s important to have business functions 

within the company because it will improve production and productivity, enhance 

customer satisfaction, improve efficiency, and eliminating obstacles.  
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Business processes and businesses processes for each functional area of 
Coca Cola Company. 

 

 
Input 

 
Functional Area 

responsible for input 

 
Process 

 
Output 

Purchase 
bottles request 

 

 
Marketing and sales 

Sales order Order is generated 

 
Bottles payment 

 
Accounting and 

finance 

Request invoice 

payment 

Payments to suppliers 

of the requested 

quotations. 

Purchase 

ingredients / raw 

material request 

 
Supply chain 
management 

Picking and 
delivery. 

 

 
Receiving Ingredients. 

 
 

Employees with 
less productivity 

 

 
Human resources 

Requesting 
training. 

 

 
Employee training and 

certification. 
 

Employee evaluation 
and compensation. 

 
 

 

Business processes description 
 

• Sales order process: As Coca cola Company deals with other suppliers which adopts 

their new products to distribute around the world, purchasing the bottles from them is one 

of the important process within the company. This process has an input which is 

requesting to purchase bottles where Coca cola focused in handling the responsibilities 

with the supplier partners to provide the required bottles and expected to operate with 

highest business standards by having an agreement that is comply with the rules and 

obligations. (Staff, 2019) 
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• Requesting invoice payment process: When company purchased the bottles from the 

supplier partners, an invoice payment is provided to check the number of the quantity is 

requested, and recognized information flows with the accounting system to know real-

time running balances. Coca Cola applying Cashbook as its tracking method for daily 

expenses that have a quick and hand away process. This tool keeps their account database 

up-to-date, backup and consistent. Also, they align with Sarbanes-Oxley Act to prevent 

then with any fraud and abuse. (Accounting Infirmation System Based on Coca cola, 

2019) 

 

• Packaging and delivery process: Coca Cola contribute with many suppliers to get from 

them the right ingredient to generate the right products. Supply chain management creates 

a list of ingredients that is low of stock and to check the inventory to confirm the order by 

sending the quotation to avoid any stock-out problems. (Dissanayaka, Supply chain of 

coca cola company, 2017) 

 

 

• Requesting Training process: To enhance company productivity, having better 

improvements and higher performance, Coca Cola request to train the existing employees 

rather than hiring new employees because it will be costly, time-consuming and 

difficulties to understand the companies process. Human Resources (HR) requests for 

training the employees with less productivity to be able motivate themselves with new 

responsibilities. (Lokee, 2019) 

 

Business Function 
 
 Marketing and Sales (M/S): developing product, determine pricing, marketing and 

advertising, sales forecasting.  

 Accounting and finance (A/F): recording transactions, budgeting, cost management, 

cash flow management. 

 Supply chain management (SCM): manufacture the product, purchasing raw materials, 

sales forecasting, production planning. 

 Human Resources (HR): Recruiting, Training, evaluating and compensating employees.  
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Swim-lane Processes map for major transaction in Coca Cola Company 
 

⇒ Retailer Purchasing from Coca Cola Company 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Retailer Purchasing from Coca Cola Company 
 

 Coca Cola provides many services to customers, suppliers, retailers ... etc., one of its 

major processes is sailing it goods to the retailers. The above figure shows the sequence 

diagram of “ Retailer Purchasing from Coca Cola Company”, the retailer order goods from 

coca cola, than check the availability of the product in the warehouse if it is available the 

arrange the goods, after that the retailer get the goods arranged confirmation so he/she can 

pay for the goods that he purchased form coca cola company.  
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⇒ Activity Diagram for Retailer Purchasing from Coca Cola Company 
 

 
Figure 2: Activity Diagram for Retailer Purchasing from Coca Cola Company 
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⇒ Coca Cola Company Purchasing from Supplier 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Coca Cola Company Purchasing from Supplier 

 

Coca cola buy syrups, sweeteners, glass, plastic, water ... etc. from other suppliers and this is 

an important process for a company that produce goods to serve it customer. So the process 

of buying from supplier start with Inventory clerk who check the inventory level of a specific 

product if it is low he/she send a request to purchasing manager, than purchasing manager 

place an order for a specific product and send it to supplier, after that supplier send the 

invoice to the manager, than he/she pay and get payment confirmation.   
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⇒ Activity Diagram for Coca Cola Company Purchasing from Supplier 
 

 
Figure 2: Activity Diagram for Coca Cola Company Purchasing from Supplier 
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The importance of ERPS role in the success of local businesses. 
 
ERPS is one of the most significant tools that organizations use, it helps business to manage 

their business functions within a centralized and integrated system also, it improves business 

execution while streamlining other activities. The system will consolidate RTA data in a 

single database and deal with an assortment of everyday assignments without depending on 

many different software. 

 

As Linda Halabi says that ERP system will help any business to see how your business is 

doing as whole, showing all opportunities where improvements can be made (Halabi, 

2016).Therefore, any local company in United Arab Emirates will get the advantage of 

having common data that will reduce having useless data which will save both time and cost. 

In addition, this will increase employee productivity, since ERPS will reduce the redundant 

data and human error, employees will be more focused on core business activities. Also, the 

proper use of ERPS will surely led to happier customer because ERP can be used in 

marketing processes to better understand other business function in order to generate the right 

marketing campaigns. 

 

 

Considerations for international business 
 
International businesses need to implement enterprises resource planning system, so it will 

combine all functional areas of operations into one system. There are four major functional 

areas in any business, and they are marketing and sales, supply chain management, 

accounting and finance, and human resource. Moreover, all global businesses must have an 

excellent enterprise resource planning system to handle local needs, operations in multiple 

countries, and all the different requirements. (2018) 

 

However, implementing enterprise resource planning in international businesses requires the 

consideration of many aspects. Every country has its own requirements and laws that have to 

be in mind for any international business. For example, tax rates are different from country to 

another, also ERP system should specify the currencies for the importance of tax 

requirements. Additionally, hiring a collaborative person in the other regions is important for 
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the success of enterprise resource planning system and to avoid misunderstanding and delay 

in the operations. (Flögel, 2016) 

 

Enterprise resource planning has to operate in multi-languages, usually a system with one 

language for example, English is not enough for an international business with partners that 

don’t have appropriate language skills. The problem comes not only from interfaces but also 

commercial documents that have to be with the right language and the right region. 

Furthermore, considering time zone differences will effect on when the business will occur, 

and understanding this is a big part of implementing ERP. (Flögel, 2016). RTA does not 

implement the international businesses since it is a local company. 

 

Evaluate ERPS used for the business 
 
 The role of ERP system in Marketing and sales department 

 
Marketing and sales are an integral part of any businesses including Coca-Cola company. 

Marketing department boosts the business and promotes sales of the products or services. 

However, it delivers the important research to know the business’s target customers and other 

interested people, and that’s depends on the company’s organizational structure. 

ERP helps marketing and sales department to understand the resource that they already have 

and what they need currently, managing customer contacts, track orders, manage promotions, 

and it reduce the time spent in research which cost the company a lot of money. Moreover, 

companies want to know their sales status in real time, which ERP system insures it. Real 

time information of sales and marketing helps with day to day decision making. 

 
 The role of ERP system in Accounting and Finance department 

 
Accounting and Finance department is “The part of an organization that manages its money.” 

(2019), and that includes recording and reporting the cash flows, both in and out, of a 

company. A/F Department has 5 functions: 

• Account receivable 

• Account payable  

• Payroll 

• Financial controls  

• Financial reporting 
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ERP system provides an easy way to plan, organize, audit and control company’s finances. In 

addition, it manages costs through detailed reviews, and it done by offering the ability to 

scale production, and valuable account receivable, account payable, payroll, financial 

controls, and financial reports. And it also helps to put standards to each manufacturing and 

any related expenses, with providing a clear baseline. 

 
 
 The role of ERP system in Supply Chain Management department 

 
ERP system assist supply chain management department with its range of activities required 

to plan, control, and implement a product flow, from buying row materials, production, and 

distribution to the final customer in the most streamlined and cost-effective way. 

Additionally, ERP solution help with many modes and provide operations in multiple sites in 

real-time, for instance make-to-order, engineer-to-order, and configure-to-order.  By using 

ERP companies such as Coca-Cola can avoid supply chain disruption. On the other hand, it 

can help with the following: 

 

1. Effective demand forecasting and lean inventory 

2. Reduce production bottlenecks 

3. Transparency through the business 

 

 The role of ERPS in Human Resource (HR)  
 
It is important to have Human Resources department within the organization which plays 

vital role, to have better Human Resources management and fulfillment contribution where 

the employees allowed to utilize their experiences and qualifications. (Gösterici, 2012) As it 

mentioned in Chron website, the role of Human Resources is to hire, recruit, and train 

employees with specific skills to meet the company current and future goals. Not only that, 

having better improvements with employee’s productivity and enhancing their performance 

as well as deliver the right decisions in right situations. (Bianca, 2019) 

 

In our case, Coca cola Human Resource department involve in company strategic planning 

that will focus in the future having a sufficient planning for hiring highly skilled employees 

to forecast for expected employees need and maintain a high position in the market. It 

provides condition of employment, procedure, security that enables employees to carry out 
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their work with an effective manner. Thus, the Human Resources department review its own 

job description and job analysis in which can define overall employees’ behavior, activities, 

requirements and performance. Then, Human Resources of Coca Cola utilize this information 

for selection, compensation, and training. (Gösterici, 2012) 

 

 

Coca Cola Strategic Situation 
 
As Coca Cola one of the largest drinks company in the world and using multi strategies such 

market development strategy and market penetration strategy which ensure to have 

comprehensive product, increasing the revenue, expanding the market globally. This might 

Coca cola to be able to manage their weaknesses and define the opportunities that will 

consider having strong competitive advantage and satisfying the customer needs and 

requirements as well. Moreover, the strategy of Coca Cola is applying centralized database 

by utilizing SAP ERP system which consists all departments in the company were the 

information is available in real-time and up-to-date. Also, the company become more 

efficient with their service where in 2015 they realize more than 600 million in productivity 

improvement. (Company, 2016) 

 

 

Recommend an ERPS for Coca Cola Company 
 

• Implementing an ERPS will be very helpful and one of the most powerful keys to 

gain more profit and satisfy customer needs. Therefore, we recommend Coca Cola 

company to implement SAP ERP since it comprises of various completely 

incorporated modules, which covers for all intents and purposes each part of the 

business. In addition, ERP provide a centralized database which will help Coca Cola 

eliminate the duplication, irregularity and excess in information, provide real rime 

data, better performance, effective human recourses management and better customer 

interaction. The following screenshots shows how SAP ERP will help Coca cola in 

achieving the discussed benefits.  
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Applying SAP ERP to Coca Cola company 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Financial statement in SAP group all the related records to get Balance sheet and Income 

statement which will help Coca Cola to easily take a snapshot of its financial position.  
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Credit management sells product to customer, suppliers or vendors on credit, so Coca Cola 

collect payment on a later date. And credit limit shows the amount of credit that is fixed. 
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Create material cost estimate with quantity in SAP shows materials used in each product with 

it cost and that will help Coca Cola company to see how much each one cost the company for 

better cost estimation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Document flow is a useful tool in Sap that shows each document with it unique code stored 

in database which will help Coca Cola company easier access to the database  
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The above screenshots show archiving in Sap that will help in keeping everything tracked 

which will make complying with act of 2002 Sarbanes Oxley much easier to avoid theft and 

fraud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Tolerance group is SAP function that provides limits to process a transaction, it also 

determines the maximum number that an employee can post.   
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Generating Reports in ERPS  
 
SAP report is an executable program that peruses information from the database and creates 

output based on criteria chosen by the end client. In SAP ERP there is two types of reports: 

 

 Custom reports (developed by a company) 

 Ad hoc quires  

 

However, since Coca Cola company is a large company it needs to have accurate and real 

time data in order to generate correct reports. However, reporting will help Coca Cola in 

better understanding of future risks, better business plan, benchmarking, avoid from being 

embroiled in social and administration disappointments and better comparison (BENEFITS 

OF REPORTING, 2019). hence SAP ERP is the most powerful methodology to do that. 

There are many types of reports that Coca cola can generate, for instance: 

 

 

⇒ Sales Analysis Report 
Demonstrates the patterns that happen in an organization's business volume after some time. 

In its most fundamental structure, a business investigation report indicates whether deals are 

expanding or declining. Whenever amid the monetary year, project leads may dissect the 

patterns in the report to decide the best game-plan (Akers, 2019).  

 

⇒ Employee earning Report 
Coca Cola Employers get ready income reports for their representatives, so workers can track 

this critical money related data. Since numerous workers are taken on representative 

advantage programs like medical coverage and retirement plan, etc.  

 

⇒ Production Report (PR) 
The Production Report shows data on the quantity of units delivered, the quantity of units in 

stock and on generation costs for every one of the brands promoted in the period.  
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⇒ Financial Report
Financial report is the exposure of budgetary outcomes and related data to the executives and 

outside partners (e.g., financial specialists, customer, auditor) about how an organization is 

performing over a particular timeframe. (What is financial reporting, n.d.) 

⇒ Transaction Report
Transaction Report the enumerating of each significant cash trade, withdrawal, exchange or 

installment made by, to or through a financial institution.  

Summary 

• Implementing SAP ERP in Coca Cola Company will benefit in many ways:

⇒ SAP ERP System will provide Coca Cola Company with a documentation that

prof that Coca Cola followed all FDA recall procedures. 

⇒ Also, it will allow them to manage fixed, variable, average, marginal costs, and

perform what if analysis to know how costs changes effect entry valuation. 

⇒ SAP ERP will give Coca Cola a flexible a printing operation that include options

for instance; label alternations and creations. 

⇒ In addition, recipes can be modified easily by copying them from order recipes

and making small changes in order to create entirely new product. 
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